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Describing the middle scho61 as extending from the
fifth or sixth through thaeighth grades, this review describes
current middle school philosophies and characteristics and cites
middle school research and implications. Ideally,the report
maintains; the middle school is designed to serve the needs cf early'
adolescents through such techniques as interdisciplinary courses,
exploratory classes, individualized instruction, .teda teaching, and
flexible scheduling and student grouping. Research comparing the
middle school and junior high is cited, concluding that at this time,
td clear results are available. The report also reviews research on
teacher competencies needed for middle school teaching, among them
the abilities to structure teaching, use concrete materials and focus
learning strategies, incorporate indirectness in teaching, and ask
varied questions.. Evidence of cognitive growth patterns of
adolescents is explored, concluding that from age twelve to fourteen,
adolescents experience ; pericd of very slow intellectual growth. The
research suggests that middle school teacher training needs tc stress
competencies identified as useful in working with adolescents and
that curriculum should consider the seventh and eighth grade
intellectual lull. It is noted that the inconclusive research on
middle schools may merely indicate that the middle school philosophy
has not yet been fully applied. (Author/JM)
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The Middle School ..

In edtication, as elsewhere, the most successful innova-
tions are often those that creatively reshape, rather than
discard, the practices of the past. This is certainly true Or
the middle school, an approach to educating early,adoles-
cents (children roughly between the ages of ten and four-
teen) that, resembles the ttaditional junior high. Like the
junior high, the middle school is part of the effort to
develop a system of intermediate education to meet the
special needs of students at thatin-between" age when
they are too mature for elementary school, yet not mature
enough for high school.

Intermediate education was iiltioduced into Ainerican-
public education in the early &cacles of 'the twentieth
century, when seventh through ninth graders were placed
in separate schools called junior highs. Many 'educators

t. came to feel, however, that the junior high was more like a
miniature 'version of u high school than an environment
sp&ifically tailored 'to the needs of intermiate-aged
students. Beginning around 1960, a combination of slisillu-
sionment with the junior high, apparent evidence of earlier
maturity among adolescents, and a host of other factors
helped to foster the creation and subsequent spread of the
middle school, which generally extends from the fifth or
"sixth through the eighth grades.

The Ideal Middle School
Ideally,-,a middle school is much more than simply a

novel grade configuration. At its best, the middle school
represents both a renewal and an extension of intermedi-
ate education's traditional commitment 'to serving the
special needs-of early adolescents. Above all, this commit-
ment requires flexibility; intermediate level students are
so diverse that a "typical" seventh-grade clss can include
students who are small and essentially childlike alongside
others who are fully grown, well developed, and capable of
reproducing.

To meet the varied needs of such students, a middle
school should strive to educate the whole child. providing
affective, social, and emotional as well as cognitive educe-

`non.'
Comprehensive programs of health and physical

education can also be helpful for students trying to under-
stand and cope with the sometimes traumatic changes of
early adolescence.

The middle school curriculum should emphasize the
development of learning skills as much as the mastery of
specific knowledge. Interdisciplinary course Work and

-.exploratory classes can offer students education from a
broad perspective and exposure to a wide variety of sub-
jects, interest ,areas, and potential career choices. In
working to serve its diverse student fillopulation, a middle
school can offer each student individualized instructional
materials and programs and extensive developmental
guidance and counseling. Team teaching, flexible schedul-
ing, and student grouping (with, for example, students
placed in classes based on developmental rather -than
chronological ages) are also often cited as ways of respond-
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ing tb student diversity.
. Many of these practices can, of course, be found at all

levels of education, and not all of them are necessarily
appropriate for every middle school. Nevertheless, taken
together, these are some of the characteristics that
'implicitly-define what has come to be called the middle
school philosoOK Many middle - schools .fall short of
realizing these ideals, so the Philosophy itself is niore an
expression of what a middle school can be in theory than a
reflection of what most middle Schools actually are in
practice.

Partly *ause its potential has yet to be fully realized,
the middle school is surrounded by unanswered questions;
Is -the middle school "better" than the traditional junior
high?' What special skills do teachers need to Work in-
middle schools? What are the specific learning needs and
capacities oflearly adolescents? Indeed, do adolescents of a
given agewith all their AsiCal differeneeseVen have
enough \ itrcommon tojjustify grouping them according to
age? There are, as Vet, few definitive answers to these
questions, but research findings do point to some tentative
conclusions.

'The Middle School vs. the Junior High
Because of their common commitment to creating an

environment specifically designed for may. adolescents,
any comparison of the middle school and the junior high
must acknowledge that the two types of schooling, are far
more alike than different.

Doob examined the results of nineteen empirical
studies that used various measures to compare middle and
traditional schools. Overall, the evidence was inconclusive,
failing either "4f-support the clairits of middle school advo-
cates or critics." Studies that fit this conclusion-compared
middle schools with comparable grades in traditional ele-
mentary or junior highs in terms of their effects on student
achievenient, student attendance, teacher attitudes, parent
--attitudes, adminigtration, irurriculum, staffing, and facili-

. ties. Even more dramatically mixed results came front
studies of student self-concepts and attitudes. Doob
reports that some studies "indicate a positive effect of the
middle school, while others report no significant differ-
ence between middle school students and students in other
types of schools; some suggest negative effects of the
middle school upon student self-concept and attitudes."

These findings do not necessarily mean that the middle
school cannot make a difference. To begin with, several
writers criticize the low quality of much of the available
middle school research. In addition, many middle schools
seem to be that irk name only. Some were established for
administrative reasonsto promote desegregation, to
relieve overcrowding, to use building space more effi-
cientlyand therefore lack the commitment to serving
early adolescent needs that is the essence of a genuine
middle school. This problem of educational objectives
being sacrificed to administrative expedience may be
endemic to intermediate education; it has plagued the
junior high airnost. since its introduction.

Teacher Competencies
Another persistent problem for both the middle school

and the *junior high is the lack of training programs and
certification standards for teachers working at the inter-
mediate level. In-most states, iri fact, intermediate teachers
are trained and certified - for either - elementaryr or second-
ary-level work. Many educators argue that if intermediate
education is to establish its own identity and function
effectively, teachers° must be trained and certified. spe-
cifically. for °the- intermediate level.

This makes it essential to-identify the skills and com-
petencies needed for middle school teaching. In an effort to
do this, Sttahan surveyed "over hvidnty reports or empirk
cal studies and a number of research summaries" Contain-
ing evidence about what teacher competencies affect
student learning and "encourage desired outcomes in
pupil growth" at the middle school level.

Strattan identified eighteen key behavior clusters, fail-
ing into three- general areas: personal characteristics,
understanding of adolescent needs, and instructional- '
skills. The most important personal characteristics are a...
positive self-concept, warmth, optimism, enthusiasm, klexi
bility, and spontaneity. Acceptance of fstudents and aware-
!less of developmlental levels are the two key clusters in the

. area of understanding adolescent needs.
In the instructional area, key skills include kriciwledge

of subject matter, use of "structure" in teaching (typically
by organizing lesson's at the
them at the'end), attention to
use of concrete materials

ginning and summarizing
onitoring, student learning,

focused learning strategies,
the ability to ask varied questions, willingness to incor-
*porate indirectness in .teaching, use b success-building
behaviors in working with students, ability to diagnose
individual learning needs and prescribe individual instruc-
tion, and listening skills.

*Intellectual Development
The heart of a learner-centered organization like the

middle school is the students it serves. Epstein's research
into human brain development and learning capacity
sheds valuable light otrthe limits. and abilities of early
adolescent learners. _ _____

In one article Epstein reports on his test of the hypothe-
sis that "human brains have periods of large growth in
weight that are not strongly correlated with periods of
general body growth." Evaluating the available data on'
this question, Epstein reached the conclusion that most
brain growth occurs in a series of four spurts, centering
around the ages of 3, 7, 11, and 15-16 years.

In a companion study, Epstein turned to the question of
whether intellectual development might likewise occur
unevenly, in spurts, and if such spurts could be correlated
with growth in brain size. He found that cognitive growth
spurts do, indeed, exist, and that their peaks occur around
the ages of 3, 7, .11; and 15, or roughly the same time as
brain growth -spurts. Additional evidence suggests that
troughsperiods of unusually slow developmentgen-
erally follow these spurts. The author notes that "around
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theage of the trough in intelligence gi owth, there is little
or ne capacity for new intellectual growth." One such
period of sloW growth occurs "around age 42-14."

-Theie findings, though not definitive, do suggest that
growth in-brain size and intellectual Capacity can be cor-
related: In addition, such growth,:far from occuiring
gradual, even pattern, takes place primarily in 'a few rein-
Mid), briet'spurts, These spurts seem to occur at, roughly
the*sarri,e 'age in all children, regaildlei.:b of their ievelv of
physicai:development::-This-rneans---tharstetleglenTiiing
capacities are relatively consistent among children of the
sathe.ago and earl-vary conaidernbijr,.:froni one grade to
another; during growth spurts, rapid progress is possible,
while during ircughs, even Modest gains may be difficult
to achieve.

Implications
. .:The Tack of conclusive evidence that the mjddlo school
is More successfulin terms of the outcomes it produces
than traditional schooling points up the, fact that both
the Middle sehoOrtuid the traditional jUniorligh still have
not reaehed, their petential in creating an environment
responsive to the special needs of early adolescents. The
greatest 10147 of intermediate edUcation may, in fact,
be that its principles are too seldom applied in practice, in

Other a middle school or a junfor high school se
Thus one of the highest `prioritiet foriiiiternte

cation is simply toputits philosophy into practice in i
type of school. Careful, syktematic planning -is aires
first step in this effort. This means Clearly defining, inli
general and specific terms, what an interMediate4eve
school's objectives are and how it intenditorneiVt.hetn
Extensive monitoring and systematic evatuatiOnAte,
essential to ensure that those objectives remain the foeTuS.

--of the school's operation. 4.

Strahan's list of the competencies needed-for effeetive
middle school teachinY has "a number of :applications.
Some -important instructional' skills clusters-4thoWleldge
of subject matter and the abilities to listen andtOntonitor
learning effectivelyseeirt so hasiotO quality itaehifigLat:.;.,
every level that they-*should-he part of any teachersainhig,
program.- Conversely, Useful,. personal characteriaticijikeT,
warmth, optimism. enthusiasm, positive self-Concept,
bility, and spontaneity caiinat readily be taught t .all,.

or such qualities at hiringthough middle schools can-look
time.

It is the remainder of Strahan's list thai can -heinviit
usefUl, in developing' middle schootteactier trainini-,Vra_.,
grams. Specifically, such programs should ..,tin to 0400
teachers' abilities to structure teaching, use concrete
materials and focused learning Strategii(sr-. -Iiittittrate-,,;-
indirectness in teaching, ask varied questlonS,,ttmstecess7_
building behaviors in working with students. and diagnose ,-
individual' learning needStand prescribe inclividual,in#*7-
Lion. Skills in the area-of understanding adbleSCentLnee`
acceptance of students and awarenbss of developniental
levelsire central to the goals of the middle \Schootand;-_
*mid, therefore; be at the heart of efforts,t_d_prepare
teachers to work in-the middle school. .

- \ .-
Epstein's findings have a,numbee of implications for" -:

intermediate education. Since brain 'growth andoognitiVe:
development do, not occur in a ,gradual or contipuous,,,,,-,
manner, but rather in relatively discret4spurtsysttidentS:,,,-
of all.ages cannot be taught in the same way riorexpeCtO
to progress at a uniform rate froth year to year.-Thii pOints.
up the importance of the middle school goal,ofcreatiogan,
environment that-is primarily learner, rather tlianatihjtct,v,
matter,_centered.lt,further--clemonstrates -the-need-IfOr---%
schools to employ a wide enough range of-instriIctiOnal:,,,
approaches to accommodate the diverse needs of _their
students. .. . '-

One partieulariy.significant finding is that:students ,--:

between the ages of 12 and 14 (seventh and eighilt,graders,
for the most part) ekperience a learning tfoUgh=:a Ogti
when their brains and their cogniti abilitie!yiktv*
cease to grow: At this stage, children are ,generaiV*Oi
capable of maS,teringcomplex new cognitive processes and
are likely to experience frustration, a sense of failure,, and ,-
a resulting loss of self-esteem if they are required,tOdo.so..,

Instead of introducing new cognitive skills to 'seventh
and eighth graders, then, instruction should pres'ent,ne
information at students' existing levels, and should help;
students practice and mature skills they haye aiready,._
acquired. Along with these efforts to consolidate the gains,.
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